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Abstract 
 The very existence of the concept of productivity growth, an increase in output per input, 
is due to its implications for improved human welfare. Despite this human welfare motivation, 
the productivity literature has tended to focus on the production process itself to measure 
productivity change. The limitations of focusing on the production process are evident when one 
considers that, because of the law of conservation of mass and energy, what goes into the 
production process must always come out, and therefore in a fundamental sense there can be no 
productivity change. What production theory identifies as "technology" is the relationship 
between achievable combinations of selected inputs and outputs - the selection process giving a 
weight of one to inputs and outputs deemed significant to human welfare, and a weight of zero to 
others. In traditional productivity measurement, most natural resources except perhaps land, have 
been assigned a zero weight. Thus multifactor productivity indexes for the agricultural sector 
have often been biased due to “missing’ netputs that are important to human welfare but difficult 
to assess. There are unmeasured and unpriced netputs like water, climate, R&D, infrastructure, 
ecological support, trees and vines, breeding stock, soil nutrients, among others, that are 
frequently assigned a zero weight in productivity accounting. Some of these have a relatively 
inelastic supply making their accounting even more important under potential food demand 
increase due to increase in population and income. In the case of ‘poorly priced’ or unpriced 
natural resources used in the production process, measurement of both flows and user values 
require explicit structural modeling of the behavioral and technological process related to these 
netputs. Stocks must be measured, the biological or geological process of stock change, and the 
regulatory environment all must be understood before optimal resource management can be 
calculated. Rental or user values have to be estimated directly from marginal valuation functions, 
with private and public shadow prices distinguished, as well as long run and short run shadow 
prices. This presentation will highlight issues related to the introduction of natural resources in 
productivity accounting and will present some examples.  
	


